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Argon-Are and Ilectron-Ray Velding of Tantalum

and Niobium

by

N.oV eytsey

A comp'rative investigation was made of welded tantalum and niobium Joints, ob-

tained during arganwars and electron -ray welding and developed were recumndations

on the welding of these metals by fuuion.

The characteristics of tantalum and niobium velding are determined by their high

melting point and high act ivitywith respect to ase (oxygen and nitrogen) at higher

temperaturese At a higher content of ases there in a substantial changa in the mecha-

nical chraoteristle s the ultinate strength rises during stretching and hardness,

plasticity decreases. For exale, for niobim and increase In oygen content from

0.02 to 0#7 leads to an increase in hardness from BV 100 to HV 350.

According to l-63 a satisfactory quality

of tantalum and nioblum Joints ean be attained

during argon-aro welding. But more stable

qualitative results pertaining to welded Joints

are attained when welding in chambers with

controllable atimsphere or with electron

ray in vacunm

This experiment devoted to the study of p'o-

perties at welded tantalum and niobium Joints

was carried out at the lab of aT of

Fig9l.Instal an for *.oso ray welding Proesses at the A.ALBaykev Inst

weldsn, of 14etallur.T under the supervision of
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member ,orrespeot the Academy of Sciences USR NOM.Rytalma with the participation of

eaudeof tochosoGJebamov* Welding was done an the automati. ADST-2 installation

with argon jet ;rottion of personnel and reverse mid, of seami and on the electron

rays Installation of the .L.A.Baykov Instoof Metallurgy* luring argon-awe welding was

Used argon, containing 0.005% wqygen and 0.01% nitrogen.

The Installation for welding with electron ray in vaeui (fig.l) consists of a

high voltage VS 50/60 rectifler, vacuum chamber with electron gun, systain for groft-

sifg and controlling vacuum and electron ray control bleak*

The power smoe for the VS 50/50 represents a standard rectifier for x-ray in

stallations and consists of high voltage transformer, tube rectifier block, battery

of capacitors and control desks Its rated current Is 50 maat a voltage of 50 kY.

The vauum. system consists of f crevacuunt Pn Y-1 and diffusion unit VAmo.5mOI

with a delivery of 250 liters/see in a pressure range of 1-10-6 - 2 -1*A4-

Far controlling the vacuum Is used a standard vaumetor TIT-1 with L262 tubes

for the forevaoums and IJG-2 tubes for high degrees of rarofaoticm.The vacuum system

of the installation allows to obtain a vacuum In the chamber of 2.10 - 8. .10 -6 g.

pThe entire cysle takes up 25-35 mine

The vacuum chamber is made of stainless

steel 8 main thickness, It has two inspection

batches, protected by x-ray lead cated,

glass plateis 10 =in thiokness~hatches for

connecting diffusion and forevacuum p~e

and for the installation of the eleetram

gun, as well as opening for introduction into

the chamber of rota ting shaft and various

llg.2AhcMtis Abwift of electron mtrn ee.(hroejlsec)I
in wons "0et06 the chamber Is imevIded an atftaehent;
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for fastening ad shifting the welded units, Iipotua is transmitted from an electric

motor, mounted outside of the ohabero Vith the aid of interobanpablo contrivances

it is possible to reali e forward as well as rotating movement of the Joint during

th. welding*

In the upper part of the vacuum chaer is mounted the electron 9=in 1 (fig.2).

a The cathode block of the pan is mounted in a special oeemio insulator 2, intended

fo a voltag of up to 50 kvo The dirct heating athode 3 in made in for of a

tumer made of tantalum, on the upper part of whichis dusted on a layer of lanthanum

hexaboride 4, possessing high emissivity 2he cathode Is heated by a tungsten spiral .5

made of wire with a diameter ol 0.3 me

TABLE 1. Conditions for Welding Tantalum
and Niobium.

1. Metal 11, Del4very of argon in 1/hr
2. Thiokness mm 12. Burner
3. Current 13. Liner
4. ADS in a 14. Snout
5. ELS in ma 15. Electrode
6. Welding rate in m/hr 16. Material
7. ADS 17. Diameter mm
8. ELS 18. Tantalum
9. Length of arc in mm 19. Niobium
10. Accelerating voltage kv

SEE PAGE 3a FOR PICTURE OF TABLE 1.

REMARX:AAfargo arc weldi; 3mS-olectron ray welding
welding with flanging of odgen

Tho power required by the heateo doom not ezeoed 130-50 , vwhich is perfectly

sufficient for heating the cathade to 1600-16.500, corresponding to opti mm de e cc

emission.

The anode bleak 6 is mde in fam of a mbluW at stainless steel ,eooled with

lOonmtaeltion at om was developed by cand.of tsehosc.VeVo .orbmk:Ly and ,oAo
Mindyshevo
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water or compressed air. Anode 7 is made of molybdema or niobium. Ausembly of the

anode and cathode blocks Is realized with the aid of flanged joints throngb copper

liners*'

Yirst electron beam focusing is done with focusing niobium or molybdenum cap 8

situated under the cathode potential. At a distance of 12-15 = from the surface of the

cathode in placed the anode electrode 7 with opening of 2-4 mas The second, much am*r

precise focusing is realized with an electromagnetic leas 99plaeed on the anode tweb-

lore The lens relresents and electroanetic coil (15000 turns, wire diaseter 0923 a)

placed in an armso-lIon homsing. Power and current control in the coil Is realised with

the aid of a special control block. The construction of the block includes a control

system, deflecting system, intended for shifting the ray during tuning (ad justment)

Ilectruingnetic and static focusing allows to obtain a heating spot with a dia-

nter of about 0.6 - 0.8 me at voltages of 14-16 kv and current of 50460 me At cur-

rents of about 100 na the mininm diameter of the spot coastitutes 1.0 - 1.5 =6

The construction of the electron gmn provides the possibility of operation at vol-

p tages of up to 20 kv and Currents UP to 300 ma. Rectifier, W .50/50 is capable of

wor'king for a long tim at a Current of

not move than 50 me and during short term

operation -up to 100 Rao Consequently$

the no~d~ium power #deve loped by the instal-4

latici, can reach 2.0 kw* At an active ~.4 i {
spot area of 0.8=2 th peitetors

flow will constitals 25 kw/M2 or 600 pt,

Fig390utor vim, of welded tantalum soam
By virtue of its high chemical 1. = in thickness at argon arc welding

during triple (a) and 50 time (b)magl-
activity at higbor temperatures tantalum ficatica.e Surface not Pickld

and niobium require very thorough Wotection during the welding.

FTD..T2-2aA/l*2



When thos metals are heated the awdes a&M nitrides* contained in the surface

layers diffuse Into the depths of the mtal, as result of which there is an Increase

in hardness and a deterioration in the quality of welded joints *Coasequnt2,y prior to

welding it is necessary to thoroughly cleanse the edges of the sheets with emery board

or pickle sawe in special reagents.

Welded tantalum and niobium joints, executed by argomaerc welding, are distingui-

shed by ezeellent formation of seam. At good pr'otection the seeme have a clean shin-

ing surface with uniformt flakiness. At a smal increase (zS55) on the surface Is well

visible the mierostrustare of the built up metal (fig.3) which indicates perfectly

satisfactory pr~otection against the effects oIVayo and nitrogoa* Orientation con-

ditions of welding these metals are listed in table 1.

Ordinarily during the welding of tantalum and niobium in the role of nonconsmble

electrode are used tungsten bars, In this operation was establisher2 the possibility

of using for these puposes tantalum wire with a diameter of 3 zme In this caseas

in case of tungsten electrode, welding was carried out on direct polarity, When welding

with a tantalum electrode the arc burns move stable# there Is almost no spattering q

the seam is formed better. Flashing off of ths tantalum electrode insmanll and during

the emplcred current densities not much, bH.her than in case of a tungsten electrode*

Ntallog'aphic investigations and mechanical tests of welded joints showed, that

the electrode material aoes affect the strength and bardsns of joints (table 2) ,

When welding with tuagsten electrode the hardness of seam metal is by 45._c5 kglJn

higher, than with a teaalum eleetrede. The hardness of the basic metal in the zone

of thermal effect is also higher by approimtely 10-2_5 kg/zi2 (f:Lg.4)o The rise in hard

noe takes plaee. evidently, as result of decrease In Zvoteetioa, of the melted metal

and nar seam sono, with argon at less stable are burning between tunten electrode

and tantalum.

When making tensile tests on species welded together with tungsten and tantalm

eleetrods their nature of destruction Is also different. Samples of Joints 9welded.

IDTI'.62-124AJ12



together by' tantalm electrodief were destroyed with relatively greater defornation,

whereby the destruction took place along the metal of Uhe meom and partially in the

near seam some, Zoints, welded with tungsten electrode , disintegrated in a more

brittle state and the fracture passed# an a rule, along the fusion Lime and the

grains of the built up metal, becam only slightly deformie

3t IS ,.i aDi,.

to X - ItNo

Wosa ~In -Z1O 30

W0, .Z, 0 -1 -SN

Z 9 IS# fitU '

V -J 4~ Z 0s us 4 nonwIt

A7UVR~ ON 6S Aff~

lig4 Hardneas of welded joint J 4 6m Om33 SE'

made of tantalm with thicknede of I =
made with twunglste (1) and tantalum (2)
electrode; a-distamee from axis of msa Jig.5Change in hardness (a) and grain size

(b) along the section of welded niobium
The use of a tantalum electrode during and tantalm joints of 1.0 =a In thickness;

1-argon-arc weldihg; 2-electron beam welding.
welding of niobiuin~does not lInzrove the c-average grain diameter; d-icohardnessi

emeverage grain diameter;I f-ieirohardness,
quality of the welded joint. Furthermore

the stability of the welding presses decreases thereat, That Is why niobium and nIo

bium base alloys were hence being welded with tungsten electrodes only.

The microstruotures of welded tantalum and niobium joints is characterized by quite

large aso grain of basic metal in the zone, directly adjoining the seam. On the metal

1 si thick the zone of thermal of fect has a width of 2-4 =. but the section with

large grains is cosierably smaller (approximtely 0.5-0.6 ma). When doing electron.

beam. welding the maxim size of the grain in the sone of thermal of feet Is somewhat

asillei, than during argoaie (fig.5)9 which i. connected with greater comeentration of

heat in the focal spot of the electroa beam, This difference is especially noticeable

on the lanal, where It reaches double magitude.

At a finely grained structure of the basic metal in the zone of thermal effect

TflDt'-24A/l,2 6



1. Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Basic Metal and Welded Tantalum and
Niobium Joints

2. Metal 19. ELS
3. Thickness mm 20. ADS
4. Welding method 21. ADS
5. Electrode material 22. ADS
6, Ultimate strength kg/mm 2  23. ADS
7. Basic metal 24. ELS
8. Welded joint 25. ADS
9. Bending angle in 26. ELS

10. Basic metal 27. ADS
11. Welded joint 28. Tantalum
12. Miorohardness kg/mm2  29. Tungsten
13. Basic metal 30. Tantalum
14. Seam 31. Tungsten
15. Zone of thermal effect 32. Tantalum
16. Tantalum 33. Tungsten
17. Niobium 34. Tungsten
18. ADS

J.ea. I f.e VrA w oe a tgi. /j Aid e* A0Cnb N9 a #AIA
us A CO Malo-P .pM qe.
•T o' CsI cp C /apue its,. COla ue v NeaNI I ce ./0 3meoe sjMs..as

__ __ I __ _ I' IOS ____ IrOA INV M ITA CC"A' I_____ IN" L__A_ _

,Team / . 0.5 ARC T.auS 1. " 1610 ISO M . 20-240 163-194 1"-0")

/9. .4 0,0-54,6

-- 74 2,2-327.2 I . 2 I
0,8. AAC DO.,4p_ . 1 f 160 - - j -

11 3o. 36--.9.3 so

"CTess JTam U1, 0 10 - -

.... 3 500-00,0 I6O ISO 275-30 1 6-2w 180-250AA 80-#0--6.4

32. 66,4-02.6
5T6e ,162 180 IGO 275-4m 193-206 170-260

TE ~~IS [n 71J 6~-200 _____* °' - I'1 4e34o5J ju__ _ ________
A C 6,4 15 0 10 - 11 - 2 00 -

tr.'l -l l r3 44,2- *,, &
25 180 10 33--247 19-176 176-20

U. 507 B~*630 4- 8 S 215-23 210-205 166-20

ADS w Argon Arc Welding

ELS w Electron Beam Welding
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the welded joints, ade by electron beam, have considerably lesser hardness (figo5)This is

connected with almost total abcance. of contamination of melted and heated to high

teMperatures metal with atmospheric zygen and natrogen. When doing electron beam

welding in vacuum there is additional purification from t mie gaseous admIxtureao

contained in the basic metal.9 which is also instrumental. in reducing the hardness of

the metal in all sections of the welded joint*

About considerable contamination of the seadl r with gees during argonomare

welding with jet protection is being directly proven by the microstruoture of welded

tantalum and niobium joints (fig.6), consisting of large, basically polygonised subr-

graina in the interior of which is a number of etching figures, arranged in form of

small chains of definite orientation. Thanks to these figures one can clearly distin-

gtaish the molting (fusLng) boundary of basic and built-up metal (fig.6). At a

greater Increase (magnitude 800) (fige7) is visible the form of these figures (triangles,

rectangles, pentagons etc.) Most clearly do the etching figures appear in the built-

up metal of welded joints of niobium/molybdenus allay. The form of the etching figures

here is most variegated and different in each grain. It should be mentioned that the

greater number of etching figures with poptr orientation is observed only in the me-

tale subjected to melting*

The forsetion of etching figures is usually connected with the occurrence of dis-

location processes. Itching figures originate at points of dislocation exit, where

all the admixtures in the metal are - concentrated, For niobium this is sho

by7rJ. After lasting annealing at higher teperatures, annealing promoting hifting

of dislocations, was noticed a regroupia , appearance of new and disappearance of oLa

etching figues. In report?] etching figures appeared (dislocations) on casted tan-

talm, saturated with oxgen at higher teneratureso The outer appearance of dialeea-

tion figures oblained in these operations, is very close to the ones revealed in

welded seams. This indicates strong contamination of tantalum and niobium with ad-

YT9-TT662-124Vi/128



mixtures, jmarily o~gen. But the presence in the built-up metal of

welded tantalum and niobium Joints of a geater number of etching figures, distri-

buted unifcamly over the entire field of the graing produces no harmful effect on the

mechanical poperties of the Joints In spite of the rise in hardness, the plasticity

of the voided Joint is retained at necessary level (bending angle in all instances

180 at a mandrel angle ,oqual to the thickness of the metal). In additio]n48nturg

uniform distribution of admixtures over the grain the formation of orystallization

cracks is less pwobables we mean cracks which origit nomllly and grow over the

new polygobal boundaries of subgrains e1-0

Mehanical testing of basic metal an

welded tantalum Joints establishedethat - -

the nature of change in their strength at

test temperature rise is identical (flg8a)

In this and in the other case is observed a

sharp reduction in strength in temperature ranp

up to 1200.Beginning with 11000 the strength

of the welded Joint is pactically no dif- '

ferent frnm the strength of the basic me-

tal. At a further temperature rise the

intensity of strength reduction drops
Fig*, 6*Mrostructure of welded tantalum

sharply (about 10 kgjizi at 1200D and and niobium Joints during argon.-arc (left

2 z 200) and electron-beam (right z 200) wel-
5 k//i 2 at 1800). ding; a-niobumebuilt-up metal; b-tantalum,

built-up metal; c-tantalum, fusion boundary.
The nature of chanp in niobium strength

at higher temperatures is approzimately the same as in case of tantalum (fige8b). Here

is also possible to distinguish two intervals with different strength reduction in

tensity. At temperatures of 4 0 0 - 8 0 0 e is observed a certain drop in relative elongation

per unit length. This can be connected with the occurrence of deformation aging pro-

nT62a4VA



ceases, However for aocurate explanation of this phenonumon additional ezperiments mast

be conducted, An analogous pheomnon wa observed during hih tmperature testing of

tantaln1IJ and molybdeaw{113. aitlisaib in 0&'S experimnt It has not been discovered

on tantalum.

Fig.7,Ntching figures in welded niobion seams, z 4000 (a)tantalum.
z 800 (b) and niobivWmolybdmm a11c~g z 800 (c~d).

70-

IFig.eicaunical propertion of basica astel (1) and welded
joints (2) tantalm (a) and niobium, (b) at hihber temperatures.

a~mltistsstrengthelongatiofl per unit length; d-test tmeate

1,.itn h welding of tantalum and niobima with protective argon at*=a the

meta ofthes~aandther Ai effect zones are considerably saturated with Wgen

andnitoge (fom heatmosphere) which leads to sharp rise in hardness in all see-

tios o th w*A~djoiut as ccoa ed with joints obtained by eleetro-beam welding,

YTJ)T%.6-124A+210



2. Ccmtainatinn of the built up mteral with hamnul Sametum adsdxtures In cm-

firmed by the presence of etching figures in the microstructure of welded eamo Bat

thanks to uniform distribution at of adjxtures within each grain (as result of great

or cooling rates in cooling welding bath) the welded joints retain sufficient plasti-

city*

3e The welding method ezerts no noticeable effect on the ultiate strength of

welded joints at room temperature. Destruction of the species daring stretching takes

place along the melting boundary and in the zone with maxima grain dimension during

argon-are eliding and over the metal of the ea". during electron beam weldinge

4. During argon-arc welding of tantalum better results with respect to are burning

stability as well as plasticity of joints, are attained in case of a nonconsumble

tantalum electrode. Niobiun should be welded with tungsten electrode*

5. Change in strength of tantalum and niobium at higher temperatures is of iden-

tical nature. A sharp reduction in strength is observed in the range of up to 120001

at mch higher temperatures the strength drops less intensively. Welded tantalum and

naobium joints at temperatures above 11000 are practically equl-strong to the basic

metal.
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